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Members Present:   Mr Bullock, Mr Wilson, Mr Dean, Mr Hames, Ms Evers, Mr Ward, Mrs Chahal,   

Ms Palfreyman, Mrs Roman, Mr Newman, Mr Eason, Mr Siswick 
In Attendance:  Mr Prokopa, Dr Hall, Mrs Lumby 
 
In the Chair:  Mr Bullock 
 
Business Agenda - LPC Members  

515-1 
 

Welcome and Apologies 
Ms Chumber, Mr Smith and Mr Siswick 

515-2 Declarations of Interest 
Mr Bullock explained that declarations of interest is a new item on the agenda and asked 
members that if anything arises during the meeting that might be a conflict of interest can 
members please declare their interest. Mr Prokopa noted that this doesn’t include being a 
provider of a service, for instance local or enhanced services. 

515-3 Minutes 
The Open minutes of the meeting held on Wednesday 11th March 2015 were approved as 
amended; proposed Mr Dean and seconded Mr Hames The closed minutes were approved 
as amended; proposed Mr Eason and seconded Ms Evers 

515-4 Matters Arising 
Mr Prokopa reported that Tania had collected our ‘shout about bladder cancer’ posters 
from Mr Phelan and they have been handed out at the HLP continence meetings. Mr 
Prokopa to check with Elissa Pateman whether there are any remaining bladder cancer 
posters. 
ESP LPS – Exley Pharmacy – Mr Prokopa reported that there had been a meeting yesterday 
afternoon with the new Primary Care lead for the East locality to discuss Exley Pharmacy 
and what will be happening long term. They had an extension to their ESP contract until 31st 
March 2016 and the aim is to try and get them to a position where they are much more 
secure. There was no mention of ongoing support, but had pressed them to ensure that 
patients are not without a pharmacy. Got to produce a plan for engagement with patients 
and hoping this itself will promote the pharmacy and increase footfall and business. Have a 
new Pharmacist working there 3 days a week who is keen to deliver new services and 
delivering MURs and NMSs.  Mr Prokopa reported that Exley Pharmacy have doubled their 
script services in the last 18 months and are working to improve their threshold and 
improve the business. The consultation and engagement will be from the end of June for a 
couple of months and they will report back the end of September.  
Mr Dean noted that following on from the item in the closed minutes for March under Exec 
reports regarding provider companies and highlighted that there was some talk at Pharmacy 
voice that there is another model that OPTOMs have and Pharmacy voice are actively 
pursuing this, Mr Dean to keep members updated. Mr Prokopa reported that there are 2 
LPC proceeding with this, Essex and Manchester, so we are just keeping a watching brief.  

515-5 Regulation 
a) Primary Care Support Services office closure by 30th June and outsourcing to a private 

company.  - Mr Prokopa explained that Primary Care support for the LPC is about 
managing market entry and exit and performance. The key thing is that these are the 
people who deal with contract applications and deal with the consequences of 
performance issues, an important function where local knowledge is important. Mr 
Prokopa reported that we have had a letter confirming that the Shrewsbury office will 
be closing from the end of June. Concerns about number of staff involved, response 
times, the lack of continuity and the loss of local knowledge. The service is going to be 
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outsourced to a private contractor and they will be announcing shortly who they expect 
to take over. 

b) Application from Chestnut Healthcare Ltd offering unforeseen benefits where the 
premises are not known best estimate – Anders Square, Perton, Wolverhampton 
Mr Prokopa reported that we had received some additional information regarding this 
application, which covered the same issues addressed when the application was 
reviewed by the regulation committee. Mr Prokopa to reply that we have no further 
comments and asking them  to keep us updated on the progress of the application 

c) No Significant Change relocation for Bestway Panacea Healthcare Ltd, 7 Devon Court, 
Bideford Way, to Langbourn Development, Longford Road 
Mr Wilson declared an interest.  Mr Prokopa reported that this was a repeat of the 
application submitted last year and that we would be submitting the same response as 
previously submitted. 
 Mr Prokopa reported that we had received no further update on the application in 
Doxey 

515-6 Any Other Business 
Members had no other business 

  
Strategy Agenda – Members Only 

515-7 Lead 
a) PSNC Health & Care Review 

Mr Prokopa checked that members receive copies of these reports by email from PSNC.  
b) General Election Campaign 

Mr Prokopa noted that Mr Hunt will remain as Health Minister and that we are waiting 
confirmation for Earl Howe and other Minsters for Health. Mr Prokopa reported that he 
had received a number of responses to the emails sent to all Staffordshire candidates, 
with positive responses from some candidates, including some standing MPs and that 
we had a visit to Eason Pharmacy by the Labour candidate for Tamworth. Mr Bullock 
updated members on the visit, reporting a very positive meeting. They had explained all 
the things that Pharmacies could do if they had the support and had a long discussion 
on Doctors being overworked and the benefits of Pharmacy delivering flu vaccinations. 
They noted that the Labour candidate had obviously done some considerable research 
before the visit and valued Mr Eason view on Exley Pharmacy. Members felt that it was 
a very useful exercise. 

c) LPC Conference Wednesday 4th November 2015 
Mr Prokopa reported that PSNC have circulated the details for the time lines for putting 
potential subjects to PSNC for discussion at the LPC conference. We will have 3 delegate 
spaces at the conference, so will be asking for member’s nominations. The general 
subject areas that they are looking at are Funding, Services, LPC Support, IT, 
Communications and other. Mr Prokopa stated that he would welcome any feedback 
and if there is anything that they would like Officers to raise at the Regional Forum 
meeting can they let him know by Friday. We will take nomination for the Conference 
at the next LPC meeting. 

d) Responses to dispensing error consultation 
Mr Prokopa explained that the change relates to the re balancing of the law on the 
medicine act to give you a defence against inadvertent errors. Mr Dean mentioned that 
at a meeting he attended recently they highlighted a loophole in that it is still an 
offence not to supply what’s on the prescription, therefore this change in the law 
maybe flawed. Mr Prokopa agreed with the overall approach but pointed out some 
things that could fall outside of this. Deliberate disregard, because there may be 
occasions where in the registrant’s professional judgement and with the patient’s best 
interest in mind, dispensing may take place outside the SOPs in place. With PGDs 
because you are not dispensing against the prescription as such, you are deciding 
whether someone meets a PGD and if you make an error in supplying then this may fall 
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outside of this change. Supplying GSL or P medicines if you decide to sell something 
outside of the prescription and you sell the wrong medication. Mr Wilson also raised 
the issue of emergency supply and dispensing the wrong item.  Mr Prokopa to submit 
this response tomorrow. 

515-8 
 

Be Effective 
a) Correspondence & Communications 

Mr Prokopa noted that all correspondence and communications are covered is in the 
agenda 

b) Finance 
Mrs Lumby had distributed the Business accounts YTD for 2014-15 and the Business 
accounts for April 2015. Mrs Lumby explained that we had paid the PSNC levy for the 1st 
six months and noted that this had reduced the LPC balance significantly.  

c) LPC Self-assessment & Strategy 
Ms Evers reported that the strategic committee had been looking at this today and they 
will summarise their findings for the next LPC meeting 

d) LPC Member Appraisals 
Mr Bullock reported that they will be looking at the LPC member’s appraisal to see if 
there are any common themes emerging and whether there are any training needs we 
need to address. Will report back at the next LPC meeting. 

e) Joint LPC Meeting – North Midlands 
Mr Prokopa reported that the Officers and the Chair had attended North Midlands 
meeting, which included Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Shropshire, North Staffs & Stoke 
and South Staffs LPCs. Discussed similar issues as follows: - Media communications - 
Derbyshire LPC have shared their Media Strategy Documents. Dr Hall pointed out that 
they were spending about £900 a month and Mr Dean stressed that we would need to 
be sure that it would have the impact that we wanted and expected. Felt the best 
advert was our LPC members and that the LPC does excellent work. Mr Bullock noted 
that the more people paying into the promotional campaign then it becomes more cost 
effective.  Mr Eason suggested that we would be far better at looking at Google and 
Facebook advertising as you can put a limit on how much you can spend and it enables 
you to target specific groups and age ranges. Mr Dean felt that we should be spending 
time making sure all our contractors are engaged in delivering the flu service rather 
than spending money on advertising the service, which should be the responsibility of 
the AT.  Mr Prokopa reported that they had discussed local service in particular the Flu 
service, although at the time they were not aware of what the final outcomes was for 
Staffordshire.  Discussed sharing information across the patch and being able to work 
together better. Some discussion that the PSNC regions should be adjusted to reflect 
the NHS realignment. Discussed Contractor surveys and will be collating Contractor 
surveys to identify common questions that could be used across the North Midlands 
Region for benchmarking. Plan to meet every six months or so, the next meeting to be 
held in October prior to LPC Conference in November. Chief Officers will meet to 
discuss the impact of any political changes post-election and how this could impact on 
community pharmacy in June or July. Will share intelligence on NHS England Directors - 
personnel changes/appointments and any insights into policy/service developments. 
Members felt that this had been a useful meeting. 

f) PSNC training – new dates 
Mr Prokopa noted the new PSNC training dates - the LPC Members day on 19th 
November, which is important for new members. The Financial Day for members on the 
24th members and there will also be the Chief Officers and Chairs Day in June 

 


